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In the spring of 2019 I wrote and premiered a musical which was based on events in my 

life. I wrote six songs and formulated a script around them. The piece was performed by 

me, an actress and five musicians. The duration of the piece was forty-five minutes and it 

was performed in Mengi in front of a full house. It received positive feedback and 

showed potential for further developement. 
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Introduction 
My artistic practice and focus revolve around the performing arts. After finishing two years of 

classical and jazz singing, I studied drama at Kogan Academy of Dramatic Arts in London and 

I worked as a freelancer doing various jobs, making short films and documentaries as well as 

performing my own musical at The Edinburgh Fringe Festival. 1 Alongside this, I have worked 

in teaching drama and music to children and teens. My final project within the NAIP 

programme at The Iceland University of the Arts was a musical theatre piece based on a period 

in my life spanning from moving to London, until, eight years later, moving back to Iceland. I 

wrote the piece, composed the music and performed it with an actress and five musicians in 

Mengi2 on 7th of April 2019. The musical is based on true events; I mixed real-life stories 

together and created a persona which is not me, but a fictional character based on me. I 

managed to put together a band of five people along with myself to perform the music of the 

play. They are all students and ex-students of the music department at IUA. Jukka Nylund 

played piano, Sindri Freyr Steinsson electric bass, Tryggvi Þór Pétursson electric guitar and 

mandolin, Steinunn Björg Ólafsdóttir sang harmonies and Örvar Erling Árnason played drums. 

In the show, I was the lead singer and main performer, but I was also joined by an actress, 

Kristín Pétursdóttir, who played opposite me in two scenes. Some have thought of musical 

theatre as a superficial way of storytelling which uses the aesthetic of music to justify its 

existence whilst others find it intriguing to break up the traditional narrative format. Spoken of 

as being a stereotypical story format of a man and a woman falling in love and generalising 

ideas of gender roles and race,3 I explored its possibilities. I thoroughly used the original songs 

as a starting point of telling a personal story. Not defining it strictly as a musical but a potential 

story time with monologues and singing, justified its existence as a piece; it gave me freedom 

in terms of structure and style. 

Peter Brook talks of the appalling difficulty of making theatre, that it is, perhaps the hardest 

medium of all: “it is merciless, there is no room for error, or for waste. A novel can survive the 

reader who skips pages, or entire chapters; the audience, apt to change from pleasure to 

boredom in a wink, can be lost, irrevocably. Two hours is a fine art of making eternity in a 

                                                
1 “The Edinburgh Fringe Festival,” The Edinburgh Fringe Festival, accessed 22 May 2019, 
https://www.edfringe.com/experience/what-is-the-festival-fringe. 
2 “Mengi,” Mengi, accessed 17 April 2019, https://mengi.net. 
3 Stacy Wolf, “Introduction-Histories and Contexts” in A Problem like Maria - Gender and Sexuality in the 
American Musical (Michigan: The University of Michigan Press, 2002), p. 9. 
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public space. “4 Thus, to keep an actor in training he or she needs to be in constant 

communication to a mentor or another actor. It is very much about giving critical responses to 

each other’s work. Therefore, one needs an audience. As a result, there is an endless struggle 

between being true to one's art and making a performance which one hopes will capture the 

audience´s interest. One way is to reflect on oneself and use own experience as a material. 

Which is what I did and what I needed at this stage. The challenge was to remind me of that 

and have I inspired other performing artists who often feel confused about their capacity to 

create or sensitive about sharing their stories to face these challenges, I consider it a positive 

outcome. 

The Process 
I formulated the piece in January 2019 with the assistance of my supervisor, Brynhildur 

Guðjónsdóttir, actress and theatre director. It features six songs which were written over a 

period of a month, each one having its narrative motive. Throughout the whole process, I also 

took the songs to Pétur Ben, my teacher in composition. To compose lyrics, both for song 

writing and narrative, I used the method of Andrea Stolpe, named destination writing. The 

method works in the following way: I have a topic and without thinking consciously or 

stopping, I write anything that comes up concerning it for ten minutes.5 When all the songs 

were ready, it was time to start writing scenes in between them. In preparation for that, I sat in 

a chair in Skipholt, closed my eyes and meditated looking for any images that would conjure 

up. An image of a fish conjured up which firstly resembled a merman creature, looking straight 

ahead, but then quickly looked down as not knowing what to think. The feeling I got was 

somewhat uncomforting, but I continued contemplating it and it became a key metaphor for 

the main character in the piece. Formulating the script, a character named B, was introduced. 

He goes to London to study drama and work as an artist. He faces challenges and successes on 

his path, swimming around like a fish and running around like a lizard between different jobs. 

He struggles with alcohol and drug abuse to numb himself in an uncertain and stressful way of 

living. Having been absent and once physically hurting his partner, he needs to find a way to 

forgive himself and get back on track with his life. Three scenes were then added, one depicting 

an audition with B and two more which gave an insight into problems in his relationship with 

                                                
4 Peter Brook “The Deadly Theatre,” in The Empty Space (London, England: McGibbon and Kee Ltd, 1968), p. 
3. 
5 Andrea Stolpe, “Exposing the Artist Perspective” in Popular Lyric Writing: 10 Steps to Effective Storytelling, 
edited by Jonathan Feist (Boston: Berklee Press, August 1, 2007), p. 5-7. 
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his partner, a part which Kristín took on. Alongside formulating the piece, I met with Heiðar 

Sumarliðason, a playwright and a director, whom I had worked with on his graduation 

production. Through our conversation, it became evident that I needed to explain every 

metaphor; the fish and the lizard were potentially metaphors for the theory of evolution.6  So if 

B is these creatures, he has not developed further into a human being. He lives in his own 

imaginary world where he cannot completely adapt to the demands of modern society, 

therefore he is extinct.7 But he has to do his best to continue making this world of his exist so 

that he does not fully disappear. Therefore, he does not stay for a long time in one place, and 

“swims” like a fish to another one. Through this metaphor the title of the piece came about: 

“Þegar öllu er á botninn hvolft” or “When all is said and done” a phrase that is often used to 

emphasize that things will turn out somehow. The message of the piece is to do one´s best, 

referencing the story of Salka Valka about a mother and a daughter struggling with poverty in 

the early twentieth century in Iceland.8 The venue, Mengi, was booked for a performance on 

7th of April. The musicians joined the project and rehearsals started in February. From early 

on in the process I focused on not making unrealistic expectations for the outcome of the 

project. I deliberately kept the structure open in terms of how many people would be on board, 

how complicated lighting and technical parts of the piece would be; the piece was open to 

whatever performative way its natural progression would lead it. I challenged myself to let 

each creative step happen naturally. Adding more instruments could well work in further 

development of the piece.  

There are no choreographed dance numbers, the play is not about showing but sharing the 

events it describes. I also learned that the process of putting the musical together was a good 

training in prioritising things to do. It was a project on a big scale; I was the producer, 

composer, director and musical director. Spinning all the plates, with multiple parts, I learnt 

over time, that there was not a finalised version that needed to be shown on the night of the 

performance. I started arranging lead sheets9, for the structure of the songs for the musicians. 

For the first weeks, rehearsals were challenging, as I had still to finish composing some of the 

songs. I had little experience with arranging lead sheets, there was not a confirmed final version 

of the songs, so rehearsals were long, and I was verbally explaining things that were then 

                                                
6 “Ck 12,” CK-12 Foundation, accessed 25 April 2019, https://www.ck12.org/biology/vertebrate-
evolution/lesson/Vertebrate-Evolution-BIO/. 
7 Heiðar Sumarliðason and Bragi Árnason, February 20, 2019. 
8 Halldór Laxness, “Fuglinn í fjörunni”  in Salka Valka (Reykjavík. Helgafell, 1931), p. 311. 
9 “Musicnotes,”, Musicnotes, Inc., accessed 26 April, https://www.musicnotes.com/now/tips/learn-read-lead-
sheets-theory-behind-musics-versatile-pages/. 
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developed in collaboration with the band. Planning a structure was essential and the idea that I 

could workshop the songs with the band meant I had to have an overview. I continued 

developing the scenes with Kristín, as the scenes involved a sensitive issue, it took time to get 

the right atmosphere. In conversation with Brynhildur, she pointed out that the narrative needed 

to be clear; it was an argument about one partner not listening to the other one, and therefore it 

needed them interfering each other in conversation, each one claiming that they were right in 

their opinions. I also developed an underscore10 with Jukka, the pianist, which became the fish 

theme throughout the piece. Over the rainbow11 from The Wizard of Oz12 was played when B 

compares himself to the film´s characters, the Wicked Witch, as a metaphor for his 

temperamental state; and Dorothy, when he is in his sincere grounded state and wants to reach 

home. We also arranged The Liberty Bell March13, as it is a reference to The Monty Python 

Flying Circus14, to underscore his tales of his own comedy acts. This helped the piece to carry 

itself forward and gave clarity to the story´s progression as working narratively with driving 

attention to assumedly positive events of the story, which made a contrast to the more serious 

scene depicting an argument which followed after.  

The process shaped, I contacted Lúkas Björn Bogason a student of Graphic Design at IUA to 

design my poster, a drawn picture of a fish on a bicycle, an inspiration from a photo image of 

a statue in The Guinness factory in Dublin, referencing Irina Dunn: “a woman needs a man like 

a fish needs a bicycle.”15 In other words, to state that she does not, as fish does not need a 

bicycle.  

                                                
10 “The Balance Careers,” The Balanced Careers, The Impact of an Underscore in Film and TV How Music Is 
Used to Shape the Tone of a Scene, accessed 25 April 2019, https://www.thebalancecareers.com/what-is-an-
underscore-2460950. 
11 Judy Garland and The MGM Orchestra Harold Arlen and  E.Y. “Yip” Harburg “Over the Rainbow,” from the 
film “The Wizard of Oz,” 1939, MGM, Vinyl.  
12 The Wizard of Oz, (Victor Fleming and George Cukor, 1939) 
13 Sousa, John Philip, Liberty Bell March, 1893. 
14 The Monty Python Flying Circus, (Ian MacNaughton and John Howard Davies, 1969-1974) 
15 Irina Dunn, social activist in 1970. 
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Figure 1 The Poster 

A songbook with all the lyrics was printed out. I also contacted the media to promote the 

performance and two interviews were published in Fréttablaðið16 and Morgunblaðið.  

 

 

 

 

                                                
16 Bragi Árnason, “Glímir við sinn innri marbendil á sviðinu,” an interview by Þórarinn Þórarinsson, 
Fréttablaðið, Issue 28, Year 19. Accessed 21 April 2019, https://www.visir.is/g/2019190409874. 
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Figure 2 An interview from Fréttablaðið 2nd April 2019 

 

In the beginning of April, we rehearsed in Mengi with a sound system set up and there were 

three theatre lights for the stage. Linda Björg Guðmundsdóttir, sound technician, ran the 

technical aspects of the piece. 
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The Songs  
The piece featured six songs. The following is an analysis of them, in the order of appearance 

in the musical. 

 

Prufur 

The song, Prufur is inspired by my experience of auditioning for a part in a short film produced 

by students in a film school in central London. But it is also an insight into a generalized life 

of an actor, an audition being a job interview for a project. The idea was for the song to fit the 

atmosphere and the tempo rhythm of London. Being influenced by the British new wave in 

music, from the late 1970´s and early 1980´s, musicians such as Stranglers, Duran Duran, The 

Smiths, Depeche Mode, The Cure there was a raw edgy, fast-paced feel.17 Chord progression 

starts on E7-A7-D7-G7 with an electric guitar playing a solo of running through the chord 

progression, the numbers depict the number of each beat in each bar. This is repeated twice in 

the intro:18  

 

 
Figure 3 Arrangement on the intro of Prufur 

 

The lyrics describe B´s daily routine, as he goes to an audition: 

 

I wake up, feeling OK, there is an audition today. 

For a short film, the pay is fifty pounds per day.19 

 

In March, after having arranged the song as well as rehearsed, Pétur Ben suggested adding a 

harmony of singing beep-beep-beep-beep- yeah, the chanting of “beeps” arranged it into the 

first verse as well as the last one. This was clearly a reference to the Beatles song “Drive my 

                                                
17 “Lexicon Magazine.” Lexicon Magazine, accessed 20 April 2019, https://www.lexiconmagazine.com/history-
of-new-wave/.  
18 See Prufur. Appendix B. 1.  
19 See Prufur. Appendix A. 1.  
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car “from the album Rubber Soul20 released in 1965. It was a rhythmical reference, fitting well 

as that song was fast paced about a man who is lured into becoming the driver of an aspiring 

actress.21 As both reference the car horns of the streets of fast-paced London, it relates 

narratively to Prufur, which is about a man trying to get a part in a film. The chorus became: 

 

Another day another week, hang in there and just smile ahead. After ten years of it, you won´t 

think about it and you'll just laugh at the whole thing. 22 

 

This is the internal dialogue in which B reassures himself that despite of a competitive industry, 

he has to smile and try to enjoy it; it will be a funny story to share one day. An acted scene of 

the audition was added in the middle of the song but then the verses continue: 

 

They reply, thanks for coming, but we were just hoping23 

that you didn´t show anything like that,  

 just sincerity and depth, that is all we care about. 

 

And then 

 

they contact me, six months later24 

we record something 

but I never saw any of it 

 

B thinks he needs to impress, instead of just being authentic. He brings his own problems to 

himself. He then wanders: What am I doing all this for? The song ends slowing down asking 

that question.  

 

Moors bar (Márakráin)  

Moors Bar25 is a bar and a theatre in Crouch End, an area of North London, close to where I 

lived, where I performed another play I wrote. It is a performing venue and a place of 

                                                
20 The Beatles “Drive my Car,” 1965, Rubber Soul , Parlophone, Vinyl. 
21 “Songfacts,” Songfacts LLC, accessed 21 April https://www.songfacts.com/facts/the-beatles/drive-my-car. 
22 See Prufur. Appendix A. 1. 
23 See Prufur. Appendix A. 1. 
24 See Prufur. Appendix A. 1. 
25 “Moors Bar,” Moors Bar, accessed on 22 April https://www.moorsbar.com/ 
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entertainment. Pub culture is well rooted in English society and has been for many centuries. 

The idea of a tavern or a pub is well set in the consciousness of the British nation as a place of 

going to, meeting friends, drinking beer and socializing with strangers or anyone who might 

pass by, therefore the pub music is also a vital part of it.26 I thought of the atmosphere at a bar, 

quite a classical image of people dancing and singing with pints of beers and I thought of the 

sensation of smelling beer in the hallway and urine in the toilets. It is not necessarily the image 

of Moors Bar per se, but a stereotypical image of an English pub that I have. I thought of it as 

a satirical format of the atmosphere. As it is a memory of a bar which had a theatre, I wanted 

to draw out the nostalgic sensation of me as an outsider remembering a part of England that I 

cherish. A theatrical reference, the bar was named after The Moor, who is Othello, the general 

in Shakespeare´s play.27 The narrative sarcasm of the song can be compared to the song Gee 

officer Krumkey in West Side Story, where Puerto Rican immigrants in New York, talk about 

a certain atmosphere of abuse (my daddy beats my mummy, my mummy clovers me), but the 

song is very upbeat and clearly a comical satire.28 Moors bar describes drug abuse in a similar 

way. I arranged the song in the time of 6/8, the emphasis would be hit by percussion on every 

third beat: 29 

 

1       4    1          4        1             4           1 -

 
Figure 4 Arrangement on the intro of Moors Bar 

 

I started the song with the chorus, to begin with, it being the first thing that came to mind: 

 

This was a bar in a cosy area 

Where families shop with their strollers/ are seen out in the street 

Named after Othello of Shakespeare who was 

                                                
26 Ben Johnson, ”The Great British Pub,” Historic UK, accessed 16 April 2019, https://www.historic-
uk.com/CultureUK/The-Great-British-Pub/. 
27 William Shakespeare, “Othello, The Moor of Venice, Act I, Scene II” in The Illustrated Stratford 
Shakespeare (London: Chancellor Press, 1982), p. 864.  
28  Jaffee Nagel J, “Psychoanalytic and musical ambiguity: the tritone in gee, officer krupke,” claimed on 16 
April 2019 from https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20234007  
29 See Márakráin (Moors Bar). Appendix B. 2.  
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Written a long time ago. 30  

 

The end line of the chorus states that this character was written a long time ago. This is an 

emphasis on the validity of storytelling, it being an ancient form of entertainment still as vital 

today as it was many centuries ago. People with little appreciation of the arts and theatre came 

to this place to do cocaine – the song is also my view on the hypocrisy of modern entertainment 

culture in London, where a busy rat race in a hard city life has led many to drug abuse and 

disregarding the enjoyment of culture. The first two verses I wrote, were not in as rigid 

rhythmical structure as the song developed into. After clarifying the music, I realized what I 

wanted to say in terms of the good and bad things about the bar. Formulating the song, extra 

bars between verses and choruses were added to give a break, as there is a lot of information 

in the text of the song to come across to listeners. The song begins on an acoustic guitar and 

mandolin as a subtle memory, then towards the end of the first verse, the rest of the instruments 

join one by one. 

 

Reiður 

Reiður is somewhat of a rap31 or a poem performed in fast rhythm to a steady beat, where B 

goes on a rant about what has upset him in his misfortunes. He addresses his money issues, 

bullying at school and manipulation at drama school. It is an internal dialogue he has with 

himself, but the band joins in with high pitched breathing. Writing the poem after having 

thought for an hour deeply, it came in a fast, natural flow: 

 

Leave me alone you fool,  

stop hurting my ego,  

I want to punch your stomach and kick you,  

scream at you for twenty-four hours. 32 

 

It is a narrative way of expressing anger; the energy that drives aggression is aimed through 

the song. In the play, B, is potentially talking to himself, after an argument with his partner, 

frustrated and feels he cannot keep calm. It is a musical outcome of this. After realizing in 

                                                
30 See Márakráin (Moors Bar). Appendix A. 2.  
31 “Study.com,” Benjamin Olson, accessed 25 April 2019, https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-rap-music-
definition-history-artists.html 
32 See Reiður Appendix B. 3.  
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rehearsal that I had to make a structure before workshopping it with the band, even though 

ideas towards a structure were forming in rehearsals. As I developed this with the guitarist, 

Tryggvi Þór, he decided on strumming the note of E throughout the song and in few places, 

everybody joined in for example on:  

 

to strangle you for twenty-four hours -everyone joined in on AAAHHHH     

kill me try it out a loser  

you can´t handle me 

You think that life is comfortable, - everyone joined in saying the with sarcasm 

It is laughable (everyone laughed)33   

 

I also divided the song into four parts marking emphasize on volume strength, which captured 

a better overview for the band members to play it. 

 

Spegillinn 

Spegillinn or The Mirror is an internal dialogue which B has to himself, the mirror being the 

reflection of his self-image. Four notes are played repeatedly in F minor and G major for four 

times, it continues as the singing of these lyrics begins: 

 

What are you looking at?34 

What are you seeing? 

 

He is forcing himself to face his past actions. Next, there is a piano playing between A minor 

and E minor as the character is facing his regrettable actions: 

 

what did you do now?35 

You crossed the line  

and drew her out. 

 

                                                
33 See Spegillinn. Appendix A. 3. 
34 See Spegillinn. Appendix A. 3.  
35 See Spegillinn. Appendix A. 3. 
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Next, a new chapter I continue singing in chord progression of C-Am-F-Fm repeatedly 

resembling a song such as “Those Magic Changes” from the musical “Grease”36. I use it as a 

positively nostalgic effect to carry the story forward:  

 

People don´t care 37 

About your inner man 

They only want to see you 

Throw something out there or do something (to impress them) 

 

Narratively, the purpose of this song is to bring B to the realization that he needs to stop 

revelling in pain and start acting towards a better life, it is the song where he changes to the 

better and starts reaching home. To bring him to that state it turns into a classic rock ballad, 

inspired by the piano chapter at the end of the song Layla38 as a pathway out to the next scene. 

 

Fjölskyldufaðir    

Fjölskyldufaðir or Family Father started out as an improvised melody as I calmly and gently 

stroke A major and C major on the acoustic guitar and start humming non-lyrical falsetto 

harmonies. The lyrics of the song revolve around an image of a person, a fictionalized father 

figure, who seems to be perfect and runs a home and a family. This is somewhat a satirical 

song39 from the perspective of B, who has reached a certain age and feels lonely and creates 

something made out of ideas and impressions. Although not real, the main character compares 

himself to the family father, nevertheless, the text is often comical: 

  

They drive to the mountain Esja,  

in a clear blue hybrid car,  

all wearing sweaters from Geysir,  

which he bought for everyone, 40 

 

                                                
36  Orchestrated by Michael Leonard, "Those Magic Changes," 1972, Grease-The Original Broadway Cast 
Album, MGM Records. 
37 See Spegillinn. Appendix A. 3. 
38 Hugh Fielder. “The Story Behind The Song: Layla by Derek And The Dominos,” Classic Rock, Issue 1977, 
claimed 17 April 2019,  https://www.loudersound.com/features/the-story-behind-the-song-layla-by-derek-and-
the-dominos 
39 See Fjölskyldufaðir. Appendix A. 4.  
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He uses humour to soften his view on a modern family. The tragicomedy is that naturally 

everyone is different, and no one is perfect, and this idea of a man probably only exists in the 

main character´s head. But he fantasizes about a lifestyle he often longs for.  

 

A family father, he´s no everyman 

Could I possibly become him, if I wasn´t completely broke?41 

 

B feels at this point in his life, he has made bad decisions, starts comparing himself to others, 

whilst also mocking them slightly, the lyrics revolve more around trying to find out what he 

wants. He is wondering whether he wants to become like others: 

 

A family father, if I would take it on 

Could I possibly become him- if I only wanted to?42 

 

He realizes, at the end of the song, that he possibly does not want to become this person, as he 

is not real.  

 

Sættir (Fyrirgefðu) 

Sættir or Reconciliation was thought as an answer to the song Reiður (Angry) when B comes 

to terms with his flaws and forgives himself. The first part is divided into a time signature of 

5/8 and 6/8: 

43 
Figure 5 Arrangement on the intro of Sættir 

 

He sings: 

Hurts it hurts too bad 

   D#m              G#m           C#m 

                                                
41 See Fjölskyldufaðir. Appendix A. 4.  
42 See Fjölskyldufaðir. Appendix A. 4. 
43 See Sættir. Appendix B. 6.  
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And it just continues hurting too bad44 

 

Playing this song in composition class it became clear that the first part was a form of a 

rhythmical slam poetry piece, which needed lengthening.45 So I wrote another verse of it but 

instead of having it sung I designed a rap resembling the Beat poets in The United States during 

the 1950s.46 After the first part, there was a short pause and the second part came in, with the 

same chord progression of the Beatles song The Fool on the Hill by Paul McCartney and John 

Lennon; a song based on the guru Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. The band studied meditation under 

his guidance in 1968. He was described in the song as a silly person, living alone amongst the 

hills of deserted mountains47. I wanted a musical way of expressing the character meditating 

and settling with himself, he talks of a stone being thrown out to the sea from his stomach. 

Then the last few verses came where B expresses his love for himself which fades out in the 

end. 

  

                                                
44 See Sættir. Appendix A. 5.  
45 Poetry Foundation. Glossary of Poetic terms: Slam poetry clamed 17 April 2019 from 
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/learn/glossary-terms/slam. 
46 Poetry Foundation, Poetry Foundation, 2019, claimed 17 April 2019 from 
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/collections/147552/an-introduction-to-the-beat-poetsclaimed. 
47 The Beatles, “The Fool on the Hill,” 1967, Magical Mystery Tour, Parlophone, Vinyl.  
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Results and Reflections 
On the night of the performance over fifty people had arrived to see the show. I had prepared 

myself to do my best and try not to expect any particular outcome or results in order to not get 

disappointed. Overall, the show ran according to plan. The beginning was sincere and clear, 

but around the song Moors Bar, I sang a chorus too early which pulled me off balance 

performatively. In the next two scenes, I also forgot bits of my text that had always been fine 

before, which made my performance drag energy in important moments such as an aggressive 

burst of anger from the character I played. But I got myself on track and remained focused on 

delivering the story clearly rather than speeding up. A scene where the character shares 

different stages of his life with a complicated underscore matching went well. Then there were 

moments in an argument scene which had really improved but as before, the anger of the 

character was not as clear. Although musically the song Spegillinn was beautiful, a song of 

regret, I found it hard to perform and pushed myself to remain focused. The remainder of the 

play went fine, despite hesitation in speech and confusing lyrics in the song Fjölskyldufaðir.  

As it finished, I was feeling neither good nor bad, slightly worried about what the audience 

thought, but also forcing myself to do my duty in saluting people and thanking them for 

coming. I was doing this for the first time in front of an audience, which made it hard to settle 

performatively. The show would have needed a few runs in front of an audience before 

premiering it. I had then surprisingly gotten some things right, not been right before, and others 

wrong that had been right before. At the same time, I was mentally preparing myself not to be 

disappointed. As a result, I am happy with this as a first performance. However, it needs to be 

run again, to settle, to gain flow and fine tuning, so that all performers, including myself, feel 

comfortable delivering it. I worked efficiently to make an honest piece, contemplating and 

approaching matters authentically. I eventually managed to tell a story in performance, not 

trying to perform, but share. That I did through composing and singing pop music, writing and 

delivering a text. After hearing reactions from the audience, I was encouraged by many to show 

the piece more often as many people would relate to the story. I have sometimes found this 

type of story quite generic; a story about facing one's shortcomings, failures and settling with 

oneself. This story has been told many times before in theatre and films. But that is what I 

needed to do at this stage. Composition wise, the songs were evolving and not fully finished 

even though rehearsals had started, which caused changes that needed to be addressed with the 

musicians. I was working on a big scale project understanding there were many tasks I needed 
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to sharpen or get help with doing. It was great to feel the sense of collaboration by all 

performers, the clearer I was, the clearer ideas I got.  

Whilst half of the songs were in a traditional format of pop songs, the other half, Reiður, 

Spegillinn and Sættir were composed quite freely. Reiður, starting out as a recording of me 

improvising whatever came to my mind, hitting a guitar and biting on the strings and Spegillinn 

went through many rewrites being based on the free-flowing text, it was a learning experience 

to see that through help, I could make an arrangement which made sense to the musicians. The 

challenge of the piece was also seeing its objective: to share this story. In order for a performing 

artist to gain regular work, one has to be seen and to be seen one needs to create opportunities 

such as this one and promote them. There is always a struggle to find the balance between the 

two and there is no room for error, as Peter Brook states.48 The production was very personal 

and could be developed further, scenes and more music could be added in; this could become 

a musical production for a cast of more people. A piece like this can carry on and be toured 

around Iceland. There is also a potential of translating it to English and performing it abroad, 

as this is a story which is relatable to many people. Involving a group of people in one’s project 

can demand communication skills. Not everyone works in the same way, so taking criticism 

for the working structure from collaborators had a great validity in learning to move the process 

further and simply use feedback as a doorway to solve problems. Peter Brook speaks of how a 

conflict will emerge in a performance space. “All present, actors and the audience share a wish 

to be helped to emerge from their anguish, even if they don´t know what this help may be, or 

what form it could take.”49 That uncertainty is my drive in exploring the ritual of performing 

further.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                                                
48 Peter Brook “The Deadly Theatre,” p. 35 
49 Peter Brook “The Immediate Theatre,” p. 149 
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Appendix A. Song lyrics from the songbook.  

The Songbook was designed and printed by Anna Sóley Þorsteinsdóttir and Halldóra Kristín 

Bragadóttir. 

 

Appendix A. 1. Prufur 

 
 

Vakna temmilegur, prufa í dag,
fyrir stuttmynd, 50 pund á dag. 
Fer í gegnum frasana og hugarástand morðingja. 
Dríf mig svo út, þarf að koma við í búð.  Beep beep beep beep yeahh-

Annar dagur, önnur vika.
Þraukaðu nú og brostu bara áfram, 
eftir 10 ár af ´essu, þá pælir ekki´ í ´essu, og hlærð bara að öllu saman.

Inn í prufu, fyrir stúdentastuttmynd,
í miðborg London, gott að brjóta upp daginn
Og hanga ekki heima, að sækja um djobb eins og hundur sem gónir á bee-be-be-be-be-bein

Krúttlegir krakkar, þó ég skilji ekki handritið,
set upp hreim, til að ganga í augun á þeim.
My name is B, most certainly I´m free, 
thank you sincerely for contacting me.
I can well play a Brit with a lager and having a sip from the cup of his tee-te-te-te-tea.

Annar dagur, önnur vika.
Þraukaðu nú og brostu bara áfram, 
eftir 10 ár af ´essu, þá pælir ekki´ í ´essu, og hlærð bara að öllu saman.

Þau svara, takk fyrir að koma.
 -En við vorum bara að vona
að þú sýndir ekkert svona,
bara einlægni og dýpt, það er það sem að við pælum í.

Svo líða mánuðir og ég heyri ekkert í þeim og held bara áfram minni leið.

Hafa samband, hálfu ári seinna.
Tökum eitthvað upp - en aldrei sá ég neitt af því.

Prufur
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Vakna temmilegur, prufa í dag,
fyrir stuttmynd, 50 pund á dag. 
Fer í gegnum frasana og hugarástand morðingja. 
Dríf mig svo út, þarf að koma við í búð.  Beep beep beep beep yeahh-

Annar dagur, önnur vika.
Þraukaðu nú og brostu bara áfram, 
eftir 10 ár af ´essu, þá pælir ekki´ í ´essu, og hlærð bara að öllu saman.

Inn í prufu, fyrir stúdentastuttmynd,
í miðborg London, gott að brjóta upp daginn
Og hanga ekki heima, að sækja um djobb eins og hundur sem gónir á bee-be-be-be-be-bein

Krúttlegir krakkar, þó ég skilji ekki handritið,
set upp hreim, til að ganga í augun á þeim.
My name is B, most certainly I´m free, 
thank you sincerely for contacting me.
I can well play a Brit with a lager and having a sip from the cup of his tee-te-te-te-tea.

Annar dagur, önnur vika.
Þraukaðu nú og brostu bara áfram, 
eftir 10 ár af ´essu, þá pælir ekki´ í ´essu, og hlærð bara að öllu saman.

Þau svara, takk fyrir að koma.
 -En við vorum bara að vona
að þú sýndir ekkert svona,
bara einlægni og dýpt, það er það sem að við pælum í.

Svo líða mánuðir og ég heyri ekkert í þeim og held bara áfram minni leið.

Hafa samband, hálfu ári seinna.
Tökum eitthvað upp - en aldrei sá ég neitt af því.

Annar dagur, önnur vika.
Þraukaðu nú og brostu bara áfram, 
eftir 10 ár af ´essu, þá pælir ekki´ í ´essu, og hlærð bara að öllu saman.
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Appendix A. 2. Márakráin (Moors Bar) 

 

Einn vordag í leit minni  að sýningarstað,
fyrir leikrit um gaurinn sem samdi þetta lag.
Gekk inn á krá með svið fyrir þá
sem að springa úr löngun og þrá við að fremja sitt fag.

Márkráarleikhúsið gekk út á það
að bjóða upp á skemmtun og dansiballspartý.
Márkrárnafnið var vitnun í þann
sem var persóna í víðfrægu leikriti og átti vin sem var örlítið nastý.

Þetta var bar, á víðförnum stað
þar sem fjölskyldur sjást úti á göngu.
Kenndur við Óþelló Shakespeares er var
skrifaður langt fyrir löngu.   

Þar mætti mér eigandinn berandi út vín
og bauð mér að sýna ´etta´ á heimagerðu sviði.
Við sömdum um díl og ég fékk þetta frítt
sem lið á dagskrá hjá hverfishátíðinni.

Ég kófsveittur keyrði ´essa sýningu fram
í örfárra fermetra krúttlegu rými.
En svo tók við drykkja og dópandi djamm
og ég fékk fyrsta skammtinn af snjóhvítu kókaíni

Þetta var bar, á víðförnum stað
þar sem fjölskyldur sjást úti á göngu.
Kenndur við Óþelló Shakespeares er var
skrifaður langt fyrir löngu.   
 
En bjóraþamb og þynnkuböl
bjagaði sálina að innan.
Listagyðjan hafnaði því, hún sá að þar var engan sköpunarkraft að finna!

Márakráin
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Márakráin
Og því hélt ég áfram með mörg fleiri sjó,
hitti alls konar sviðslistafýra og fljóð.
Grínaðist, stripplaðist sviðinu á
og tendraði áfram mitt margslungna listamannsbál.

Þetta var bar, á víðförnum stað
þar sem fjölskyldur sjást úti á göngu.
Kenndur við Óþelló Shakespeares er var
skrifaður langt fyrir löngu.   
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Appendix A. 3. Spegillinn. 

 
 

 

 

Hvað ert´ að horfa?
Hvað ert´ að sjá?
Er einhver að koma? 
Ég þori ekki að gá…
Hvað viltu finna? 
Hvað viltu fá? 
Af hverju ferðu´ ekki að vinna?
Og spyrð eftirá?

Talar við sjálfan þig, til að fá einhvern félagsskap.
Leikur svo leiki, óþekktarangi, gleymir þér illa í eitt andartak
og særir þig sjálfan.

Hvað gerðirðu nú? 
Þú fórst yfir mörkin.

Þú reiddist og lést eins og bjálfi og dróst hana út, þetta er ekki þú.  

Í gremju og óhemjuölæði, 
meiddirðu ykkur bæði. 

Þú freistast of mikið  
til að borða á þig spikið.
Til að deyfa í þér kvíðann um stund - og sofna. 

Fólk vill ekki sjá þig
taka þinn andlega slag.
Það vill bara fá þig
til að syngja eitthvað helvítis lag!

Til að hlæja og og grenja.
Fíklar í lífið,          
rétt eins og þú, 
komdu ´essu ÚÚÚÚÚT! 

Spegillinn
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Spegillinn
Taktu þér tak, réttu þitt bak og svo hlærðu beint framan í djöfulinn sjálfan! 
En ég er einmana, andvaka, kvíðafjall og vildi ekki trufla ykkur,
hraðsoðinn, hávær og ofvirkur skemmtikall
og mér finnst það bara næs.

 Og mér finnst það allt í lagi.
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Appendix A. 4. Fjölskyldufaðir. 

 
 

 

 

Hann fer oft í golf
og neglir holur tólf.
Dvelur samt ekki of lengi því að heima bíða börn
sem hann keyrir með ánægju á orkupollamót.

Hann er rólegur á því 
og brosir framan í fólk.
Hann lagar allt heima, er með öll verkfæri og tól.
Losar stíflu í vaskinum, lagar fótinn á einum stól.
                   
Fjölskyldufaðir, með bíl og barnastól.         
Kammó við alla, 
styrkir málefni fyrir jól.
Fjölskyldufaðir, enginn venjulegur gaur.
Gæti ég verið hann, ef ég væri ekki alveg staur?

Þau keyra á Esjuna
Í heiðbláum hæbrid bíl
Í peysum frá Geysi sem hann keypti á alla í stíl.        
Hann er með allt á hreinu´ og tekur insta fjöllu selfí.
Smellir þremur til fjórum, þetta er dokúmenterað frí. 

Ég vildi að ég væri 
í staðfastara flæði.
Hefði átt að skrá mig í markaðs- og fjármálafræði.
Svo legði ég fyrir og safnaði peningum í næði.

Nú hjóla ég regnvotur 
eins og sjómaður í borg.
Kem mér þannig á milli við að vinna alls konar djobb.
Hálfrakur leiklistarkennari sem skeinir og snýtir hor.

Fjölskyldufaðir
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Fjölskyldufaðir
Fjölskyldufaðir, með bíl og barnastól.
Kammó við alla,
styrkir málefni fyrir jól.
Fjölskyldufaðir, með eiginkonu og hús.
Gæti ég verið hann, ef ég væri ekki á þessum blús?

En pabbinn sem keyrir 
og sækir í skóla,
dytti ekki í hug í rigningu og kulda að hjóla.
Hann þarf öflugan Land Rover sem getur keyrt sig í gegnum snjófjall.

Hvað ef ég sæi nú framtíð
í þessari manneskju sem er nú með mér?
Því ég er ekki viss um að þetta sé eitthvað sem að varir.  
Ef við fengjum svo barn, ég bara veit ekki hvort ég þori.

Fjölskyldufaðir, með bíl og barnastól.        
Kammó við alla, 
styrkir málefni fyrir jól.
Fjölskyldufaðir, hvað ef ég tæki þennan slag?
gæti ég verið hann.............ef ég bara vildi það?
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Appendix A. 5. Sættir. 

 

Vont, þetta er of  vont.

Og heldur bara áfram að vera of vont. 

      

Sárt, þetta er of sárt.     

En samt vil ég ekki vorkenna mér og segja að ég eigi eitthvað bágt. 

Hlaupandi um í hringi, nagandi handarbökin, borandi í nefið, hvar er einbeitingin, 
forðast alltaf hyggjuvitssönginn, ruglar sjálfan þig í rýminu með furðulegum orðræðum 

löngum.

Bragi, þetta er allt í lagi, svona nú faðmaðu fallegan daginn.

   

Hef svo mikið að segja, tekst aldrei að þegja.  

Það er steinn inni í maganum á mér, ég vil ekki vera reiður við hann. 

Ég vil sættast við hann, lyfta honum upp og leyfa honum að fara í sjóinn. 

Nú finnst mér hann sætur.

Vissirðu að það að sjá þig að brosa, hlýjar mér svo að mig kitlar að innan.  

Verð mjúkur og ég 

legg mig í grasið.

Mér hlýnar þá öllum í fasi.

Þetta er ég, þetta er ég, nú breyti ég rétt og fer ekki fet.   

Þetta er sá sem að ég vil nú vera.

Sættir
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Sættir
Höldum áfram okkar leið, 
veistu´að allt sem okkur dreymir um, 
eru punktar á himninum. 
Í þokunni og í vonleysismóðunni,        
finnurðu að þeir leynast á vandfundnum mystískum stað 
og faðma þig skilyrðislaust, 
sama hve mikið þú traust allra braust.
Ég trúi á mig, ég treysti á mig. 
Ég veit það vel að ég fór yfir strikið. 
En veistu það vinur,
þú getur svo  mikið.

Getur svo mikið, getur svo mikið, getur svo mikið,  getur svo mikið, getur svo mikið.
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Appendix B- Lead sheets to songs. 

Lead sheets arranged by Bragi Árnason. 

Appendix B. 1. Prufur 
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Appendix B. 2. Márakráin (Moors Bar) 
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Appendix B. 3. Reiður  

 
1. Láttu mig í friði helvítis fíflið þitt,  mp 

hættu að særa og meiða sjálfið mitt,  

mér er skapi næst, að kýla í magann á þér og sparka í þig,  

með hvatir til að kyrkja þig og öskra á þig í sólarhring, 

EVERYONE AAAHHHH     

dreptu mig reyndu það helvítis aumingi mf 

  en mestmegnis heigull---, yfirborðshjalari,  

með ekkert að innan, nema óöryggið uppmálað,  

af hverju réðstu mig ekki til að leika þetta hlutverk  

af hverju réðstu mig ekki til að negla þetta sviðsverk.  

Og svarið er einfalt.  

Svarið er auðvelt.  

Svarið er það að þú þorir ekki í mig.  

Þú ræður ekki við mig.  

Þú heldur að lífið sé (þægilegt,  everyone join in saying with 

sarcasm)  

Það er hlægilegt  (laugh) að sjá --hvernig áfram þú blaðrar og 

smjaðrar í hringi 

 og elur á hégóma,   INCREASE STRENGTH CRESCENDO BUT 

NOT TOO MUCH 

f 
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galtómir hausar sem hugsa ekki, þora ekki, geta ekki horftst í augu við 

sjálfa sig,  

þorekkiað gubba (sound of constempating) því út sem þeir skammast 

sín fyrir,  

þorekkað taka þann slaginn að taka það á sig,  

að stundum þá vita þeir ekkert og kunnekkineitt,  

þeir getengu breytt þó þeir hamist í hjarðhegðun, bullandi meðvirkni  

og geta ekki staðið á eigin tveim fótum  

og ákváðu að (percussion) ff  berja mig,  

2. pp (Goes down)héldu´ að þeir væralveg magnaðir kallar, 

 (Builds up) 

að útnefna fólk sem að varekki eins og uppspunin hugmynd af 

karlemennskuheim,  

sem er ekki til og var aldrei til og hafði enga þýðingu, 

 (heee-hissing)  

djöfulli lít ég á kollinn á ykkur,  

og hlæ af því hvernig þið látið sem peð,     CRESCENDO 

bullandi freðnir, mp 

 fullorðnir menn,  

eins og skíthræddar kindur jarmandi (everyone)meeee,  

reyndu með alls konar mændfokki og kúgun mf 
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að draga mig dauðhræddan djúpt niðrí súginn  

í stórskrýtnu leiklistarnámi sem reif mig að innan en f  (increase 

strength) 

byggðekki upp,  

fuuuuck,   (full blast! all isntruments)  fff 

ff 

hvað mig langar húðskamma alla ´essa fávita,    

 (everyone) Ta – ta – ta-ta   BASS   „SCRATCHING“ 

því ég er enn mf  

 

 ansi reiður og hundfokkinleiður á því að leika eitthvað fólk,  

sem er eins og statistar, f 

 leiklistarnám útí Bretlandi kostar það samog að kaupa sér hús á  

ff Neskaupstað,     Crescendo 

(everyone)NEII---- ekkert grunnhyggistal ég átti ekkert val,  

það var ekkert annað, ég fæddist með löngun og þrá til að útkalla þá,  

sem hugsa og gera of smátt og hafa þá alla að háði, 

ffff BRAAAAAGI!!!!/AAAAAAAAAHHHHHH!!  (full blast!) All 

instruments join in!   p 

3. svo gerist það á endanum ég getiekki meir, 

 kvótinn af köllum og kröfum sem ég þurfti að standundir 
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,mátttekki grenja,  

máttekki finnatil,  

máttekki tjáð mig um það að þið væruð kvikindi,   (guitar high notes 

in triolas) 

nöldrandi blindfullur aumingi,  

lifandi´ á öðrum,                                 CRESCENDO 

mf borgandi leigu á húseigandann, 

 illa hirt hreysi í Norður London,  

gerist í gremju og dómgreindarleysi,  

við mína kærustu,  

ógeðfellt reiði,  

slæ hana á lærin, (hard drum percussion )  

meiði þau bæði,   PIANO 

4. 

p Auðvitað bitnar ´etta alltaf á þeim sem ég elska jú mest, fólkið mitt 

besta,  

ástin mín eina,  

sem vilja ekkert annað en a sjá mig á stað    CRESCENDO 

þar sem mér líður vel,  

og erekki streða,   mf               f 

finn fyrir gleði og hamingju og get verið með þeim  
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                           ff  

hlæjandi, brosandi, syngjandi stuðbolti skemmtilegt  

G-chord 

lag!    
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Appendix B. 4. Spegillinn
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Appendix B. 5. Fjölskyldufaðir. 
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Appendix B.6. Sættir
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